
Project 19 π

Objectives: Work through a sample final project involving computing π.
Outcome:

• Functions and scripts that calculate π to a certain accuracy.

1. Back to MATLAB

1. Start up MATLAB. Remember to set your directory to My Documents

2. Brief Background

1. From Calc 2 we know that
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This series converges for −1 < x ≤ 1 and is an alternating series for x > 0. Thus, for x > 0 we know that if we only sum the
first N terms then the error (the difference between arctanx and the partial sum) is no larger than the absolute value of the next
term, i.e x2N+1/(2N + 1).

2. We also know that arctan 1 = π/4 and so π = 4arctan 1.

3. It is also known (Machin’s Formula) that
π
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3. To Do and Turn In

1. You’ll be writing 2 functions and a script that shows the functions at work.

2. Function One: The inputs will be an x-value and a number of terms N . The function will then sum up the first N terms from
the series expression for arctanx. The function will return this value.

3. Function Two: The inputs will be an x-value and a tolerance ε. The function will sum up as many terms as needed from the
series expression for arctan x to produce a value within ε of the correct value. Don’t use the correct value to determine this,
but use the error bound from above for the alternating series. The function will return two values, the computed sum and the
number of terms used.

4. Script: Use the functions to calculate π and display the results. You should use both formulas for π given above and calculate
using the first function with 10 terms and using the second function then to an accuracy of 10−6. Display both the result and
the actual error (the difference between the exact and approximate value). For the second function display the actual number of
terms used. As always, use fprintf to nicely format your answers.

5. For all elements, make sure you put plenty of comments.

6. Run your script and save the results in a diary file.

7. Submit your two functions, your script and your diary file.

8. As always, when you are done, please fill out the survey.
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